ABSTRACT

Government solution in order to increase farmers’ income doesn’t run well. It can be seen from the decrease of harvest in years. From this problem, Agriculture Department gives the solution. One of it is making farmer club which called “Tani Subur Makmur”. The function is to handle farmers’ problems and their obstacles. The aim of this research is to know the farmers club in increasing Agriculture Department program. To know their obstacles, the writer chooses Langon Village as the place of her research. This research is survey which used qualitative approach. It is also used descriptive qualitative method. The writer has two data source. There are primer and secondary data. Data gathering that used by the writer was descriptive qualitative technique which describe the real condition of Langon Farmer. There are many function of farmers club in creasing Agriculture Department which became the thesis result. First, the decrease of agriculture cost so that the farmer can decrease the payment of production process. Second, as the instructor in running the program, and the third is as mediator and facilitator between farmer and agriculture department in handling the program. Therefore, they can get and do the entire program well. While the difficulties that faced by the farmer are: less capital, less monitoring from the Agriculture Department, less knowledge of agriculture, and less motivation.